New Zealand Amateur Radio Band Plans
These charts show the New Zealand band plans. These band plans are to ensure your transmissions do not impose problems on other operators
and that their transmissions do not impact on you. It is to the advantage of all operators that the published band plans are used. The Ministry of
Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE) defines these band limits. while the internal band segments are derived from the IARU Region 3 band
plans with New Zealand adaptations. The band limits are found in Radiocomminications Regulations (General User Radio Licence/GURL for Amateur
Radio Operators) located at: https://www.rsm.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/pdfs/gazette/c9cc2398c0/amateur-radio-operators-gurl-2017.pdf and at each end
of the band blocks as shown below. The IARU Region 3 band plans, developed to meet international requirements, are at the IARU Region 3 web site:
https://www.iaru.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/R3-004-IARU-Region-3-Bandplan-rev.2.pdf.
Please conduct your transmissions in accordance with the "IARU Region 3 Ethics and Operating Procedures" which NZART supports:
https://www.iaru-r3.org/on-the-air/code-of-conduct/
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All modes with bandwidth less than 16 kHz
All modes with bandwidth less than 6 kHz
All modes
Data modes with bandwidth less than 16 kHz
Data modes with bandwidth less than 6 kHz
Standard 1 MHz narrow band segment
Telemetry or tele-control only - 11 metres
Repeater input band segment
Repeater output band segment
Beacons
FM simplex
Satellites
Linkin

NOTES:

1. The frequencies at each end of the band blocks are the band limit
frequencies;
2. The frequency, giving a point in a band, can be aligned in the centre
or at the first or last digit;

3. Amateur TV Bands are subject to further notice.
4. To find the narrow band segment band plan for the microwave
bands, please look for Simplex and Calling Frequencies that can be
found elsewhere in this Call Book
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